Work place design:

- Welding curtains with DIN-protection:
  - Whole curtains
  - Lamellas
  - Grinding curtains
  - Welding curtains
  - Welding screens
  - Welding/grinding cabins
  - Noise protection partitions
  - Components for cabin designs
  - Standard and special sizes

Electrical equipment:

- Surveillances and controls for fans and filter units

V. Aa. Gram A/S has since 1976 designed and produced ventilation components, specialized within extraction and filtering in connection with working environment.

Our program includes standard as well as customized components.

We distinguish ourselves by being able to deliver many products from day to day.

V. Aa. Gram A/S has among others received following awards:

- 1992 Award for good Working environment, Danish Working Environment (WEA) for southern Denmark.
- 1995 Danish Working Environment Award, Danish Working Environment Foundation.
- 1995 Initiative Price, Confederation of Danish Industries.
- 2000 Diploma for extra-ordinary environmental and working environmental effort.
- 2002 Diploma for extra-ordinary environmental and working environmental effort.

V. Aa. Gram A/S - your partner for a better environment!
Extraction arms:
Smooth-acting and flexible extraction arms in many designs, suitable for extraction of welding smoke, steam and hazardous gases.

Lengths from 1-8 metres, and diameters from ø32-ø250mm.

The program includes further hose reels, exhaust channel systems and related exhaust nozzles.

Filter units:
Large range of filter units for process extraction:
- Filter units with and without built-on fans.
- Filter material according to task.
- Extraction degree up to 99.9%
- Filter units with cleanable and disposable filters.
- Collection of dust in buckets, bags or rotary valve chambers.

Extraction tables:
Large assortment within:
- Welding tables
- Soldering tables
- Cutting tables
- Grinding tables
- Mixing tables
- Spray extraction tables
- Panel extractions
- Extraction walls

Are available in standard and special designs.

Application:
Gram filter units are especially suitable for filtering tasks in connection with:
- Grinding dust
- Welding smoke
- Extraction from hand tools
- Oil mist
- Metal dust/chips
- Wood dust/chips

Fans:
Mobile and stationary fans in many different designs for low and high pressure. Suitable for small and large extraction units with or without filter:
- Dynamically balanced.
- Standard equipped with round nipple connection pieces.
- Is delivered powder enamelled or hot-galvanized.

All designs are available in efficient sound enclosures.
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